“Made by Bosch” stands for an outstanding quality of a global player. Profit from the multitude of career opportunities in an internationally positioned company.

Business Division Power Tools establishes worldwide standards with innovative products for craft, industry, house and garden.

Your challenges:
- Contribute your support to the enforcement of a worldwide optimization and standardization among the Supply Chain at Bosch PT
- Analytic, conceptual and technical support of Supply Chain concepts, especially leveling:
  - Support by development of business SC concepts
  - Conception for improvement and enhancement of current standards according to worldwide requirements
  - Support of improvement projects
  - Implementation of automated solutions

Your profile:
- You are studying Business Administration, Logistics, Business Computing, (Industrial) Engineering
- You are eager to gain first-hand experience by working on challenging Supply Chain projects
- You combine technical and analytical skills with the ability to work goal-oriented and in teams
- You have knowledge and experience in the field of Logistics and/or Operations Research
- You have advanced know-how in MS Office (Excel and ideally Access)
- You have excellent communication skills in English language (verbal & written)
- Knowledge in SQL (SQL Server), VBA, C#, Java and/or other programming language is required

We offer:
- Excellent working conditions in a worldwide organisation
- Working in a dynamic team together with Supply Chain experts
- Multicultural environment
- Challenging tasks and also fun

Start: Now / on appointment
Duration: 6 months
Location: Leinfelden

Every success has a beginning. Make it happen.

Robert Bosch GmbH
Attn: Akyol Murat
Murat.Akyol2@de.bosch.com